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5th Year AHP (gallery visit prep) 
5th Year AH (gallery visit prep) 

1st Year Movable image (tints and shades) 
 

Professional teaching skills and ability 

 5th Year AHP: leaners were instructed verbally when they came into the classroom: 

they then were brought through learning intentions for the class. Essays were 

handed back, discussed (extensive written feedback was given) and then a 

powerpoint and handouts were used throughout to instruct learners. I was positive 

about the essays and made sure that students understood that they could approach 

me with questions regarding their essays during the lesson or after.  

 5th Year AH: leaners were instructed both verbally and visually with posters, 

handouts, a PowerPoint and discussion/questioning. Learning intentions were met. 

 1st Year:  again, learners were instructed verbally and visually. Learning intentions 

were met and the environment was energetic, creative and positive.  

Classroom management  

 5th Year AH: some students’ lack of engagement was addressed at the beginning of 

this class: I spoke to them about how I was in constant communication with their 

teacher and she knew exactly how everyone was getting on, that she is keeping an 

eye on their notebook work. I explained that failure to engage in their practical work 

(still life unit, bringing in objects) would result in them ending up with a poor still life: 

I held up excellent examples of still lifes and weak examples to demonstrate how not 

bringing in any objects will reflect in their final outcome and inevitably their grade: 

essentially saying that I would not do their work for them and they had the midterm 

to catch up and change their approach to their work. I think this worked well as 

students were not as complacent during the lesson and attention was good. I was 

happy with how I dealt with it as I was very clear and calm: if this laziness eventually 

creeps back into class I will take this approach again but if students do not bring in 

objects for their next class then they won’t be involved in the lesson as I’ll have to 

move on with the scheme for the sake of the other students. I plan on rearranging 

the seating as a few students are having a bad influence on others. I think this will 

improve the engagement and progress of the project.   

 1st Year: Students were 10 minutes late for class today so I waited until everyone 

was settled, not saying anything, waited for silence and then dealt with it through 

questioning: asking why they had been late, did they think it was okay to be so late, 

could it have been avoided etc. I was quite stern given that they are first years: my 

host teacher advised that I be stricter with first years than older groups. I think this 

approach worked well as I was reasonable but firm: the class group are fantastically 

enthusiastic so their spirits were high again soon and the class carried on as usual 



which I was happy about because ultimately I want students to enjoy their time in 

the art room while also experimenting, exploring and learning at a good pace.  

Presentation of learning content 

 5th Year AHP: there were two teaching episodes in this lesson: one for the essay 
discussion/breakdown and then one for the gallery prep. There was no practical 
element to the class because we had so much to cover theory wise however I think 
the fact that tomorrow is ‘in the field’/out of the classroom it was okay for this class 
to be more teacher central than normal. What could have been better was if I gave 
the essays back at the end of the class as some students were distracted, reading 
their feedback, talking to each other, so getting back to the class took longer than I 
anticipated.  

 5th Year AH: a range of resources were used for this lesson: I brought in a couple 
exams of the art history paper again (to explain how gallery visit can be Q.2/3), I 
used visual aids for the gallery write up, I handed out notes on the artist, gallery and 
exhibition and then gave out their worksheets (to go through them so they’d be 
ready for tomorrow). I then used a powerpoint, a video (published by the national 
gallery) and large, good quality images to have students discuss the work. I think this 
was an appropriate amount of resources used, with good variety, so the students 
were kept interested.  

Effectiveness of planning 

 1st Year: literacy was brought into this class through the evaluation and discussions 
of AEDP: colour and form (tone). AEDPs were introduced, questioned, 
applied/explored, evaluated and then reapplied and re-evaluated using visual aids, 
powerpoint, discussion, demonstration and keyword posters.  

 5th Year AHP/AH: there was a real emphasis on the cross-curricular links between 
art, geography and history when discoing Roderic O Conor: this link was made in the 
class and explored throughout. Layers of learning were also evident when discussing 
the correlation between wealth and practicing art.  

Assessment and evaluation of pupils work in class 

 1st Year: evaluation has been a key part of this class’s daily schedule: I’m very happy 

with how the comfortable the students are at peer-evaluating and using key 

terminology. Today’s lesson had a mid-task peer evaluation and an end of task 

written self-evaluation (WWW&W, EBI using the success criteria from the visual aid, 

the demonstration and the peer-evaluation conclusion)   


